START STACKING WITH SYM JEWELLERY!
This Winter the catwalk jewellery trend is all about ‘stacking’ and thanks to Sym Jewellery’s latest
signature collection you can pile that bling high and let your hands sparkle!

Top stylists and designers throughout the world of fashion have been accessorising their models at
all the latest fashion shows with stacked rings and bracelets - a trend that Hollywood A-listers such
as Nicole Ritchie, Hilary Duff and top Fashionista Jennifer Lopez are already following!
Sym’s set of stacking rings are all individually made and hand set by the designer to ensure that each
ring in the set complements the others perfectly. The rings are available with only the best quality
stones set into a choice of 18ct White Gold, Yellow Gold, Rose Gold or Platinum to create the perfect
combination.
The Sym stacking range comes in any combination and can be bought as complete sets or as
individual rings. The keeper rings are simple and elegant and can be worn on their own or to
complement the stone set bands. There are pink sapphires, yellow sapphires, white diamonds or
even the ultra modern black diamonds which completes the modern look. The rings can be tailored
specifically to your taste and budget and for those that want to go all out Sym can even design a ring
using a combination of stones to create an individual look of your own.
Sym Jewellery sources all its precious stones and materials from conflict free suppliers and prides
itself in sourcing 90% of all production and design services for their fabulous collections from within
the UK.
For more information on stacking rings and the other pieces Sym can create, visit their website at
www.symjewellery.co.uk or email info@symweddingrings.co.uk.
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